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1. Windy NBL (steady state, homogeneous)

2. NBL in weak pressure gradients (evolutive, homogeneous)

3. NBL over complex terrain (evolutive, heterogeneous)

4. Small scale motions (random, but not really)



Basic equations



The Ekman layer

The stably stratified case - Garratt (1992)



(Nieuwstadt 1985)

z/L=0.32

(Jimenez/Cuxart 05)



Case 8 m/s

Max flux: 0.024 K m/s

(Jimenez/Cuxart 05)



Surface Layer



Height of the NBL

3 options:

* Height of the surface inversion (hi): 

can rise 20 m/h and reach several hundred meters

* Location of the wind maximum (hu): 

near-top of the Ekman like spiral

* Depth of the turbulent layer (h): 

layer with sustained turbulence generated by wind shear



A composite profile Ri = -BP/DP

K= -<w’T’> (∂T/∂z)



Intermittency regime

No jet considered

Budget equations in the surface layer

Ct pressure gradient and h

Radiation

Van de Wiel et al (2002)



NBL Spectra: waves and turbulence 



Locally flat, mountains far away



Inertial oscillations

Undamped

Damped

Generation of a strong directional shear layer(Thorpe and Guymer 77)



A classical windy NBL night

(Conangla et al 08)



A strongly stratified night

(Conangla et al 2008)



(Conangla/Cuxart 06)



(Conangla/Cuxart 06)



LLJ: an LES simulation

(Cuxart/Jimenez 07)



(Cuxart/Jimenez 07)



(Cuxart/Jimenez 07)



Baroclinity

Warm advection: turns vg to right with height

Cold advection: to the left

Terrain-induced baroclinity =>



Katabatic flow

(Martinez/Cuxart 09)





(Martinez/Cuxart 09)



Valley-Plain winds

(Whiteman 1990)



Basin Heterogeneity

(Martinez et al 10)



weak/moderate/strong/no jet Weak/moderate/Strong st.

(Martinez et al 10)



averaged profiles 

for each 

classified category
(Martinez et al 10)





Extremely weak turbulence: submeso motions

Mahrt and Vickers (2006)

Mahrt (2008)



Closure of the surface energy budget

Latent: 5 to 20%

Sensible: 10 to 20%

Net radiation: 10 to 20%

Ground: up to 50%

Storage and others: unknown



Oncley et al (2007)



Radiation (no wind)

Edwards (2009)



Dew

Saturation can occur

near the surface

Condensation implies 

release of heat to environment

Up to 1 l/m2 in one night

SEB modified

T=293K, A:∆T=0.6K, B: ∆T=2.5K

100%, 79%, 66%

Garratt (1992)

In a small closed valley in the 

Alps, Whiteman et al (2006) 

estimated that the dew reduces 

to 1/3 to 1/2 half the nocturnal 

cooling



Fog

(Cuxart et al 10)



Summary

Nocturnal turbulence needs wind (except for compact fog)

Circulations develop when pressure gradient exist (all scales)

LLJ seem to be everywhere and generate turbulence, either 

continuous or sporadic

Runaway cooling may not be happening because of radiation, 

condensation and small scale motions near the ground

Open: waves, surface layer, anisotropic turbulence theory (?), 

interaction with other processes (phase changes, radiation), 

surface heterogeneity (including topography)





Temperature curvature

Radiation dominates

Negative curvature (convex)

Turbulence prevails

Positive curvature (concave)





Comparison with observations (SABLES 98)

Fluxes do not

decrease with height







valley 

(X10)

slope

(X35)

Averaged 

profiles

over 1h



Katabatic flow

obtained from 

the model

at 0200 UTC
Cuxart et al. (2007)

Martínez and Cuxart (2009)

distance (km)

potential temperature (K)

wind speed (m/s) streamlines



Hills, cliffs, holes…





Radiation (weak and moderate wind)

Edwards (2009)
Edwards (2009)


